
The benefits of GATE for future career motivated
me to start my preparation for it.During the initial
days I used to prepare  from the YouTube
videos.But later I got the opportunity to learn from
GATEFORUM through my college.I would like to
thanks the GATEFORUM  team who helped me a lot
during my preparation. The teachers cleared my
doubts and problems very well .Their study
materials and test series were really very helpful.I
sincerely thank my HOD sir and other faculties who
supported me a lot.Their advises during the course
of preparation was of immense importance

The benefits of GATE for future career motivated me to
start my preparation for it during my early college days .
My journey for GATE 2020 started back in 2018 towards
the end of my 2nd year. In that time, I am greatful to our
college faculties and some seniors who motivated me for
GATE preparation. During those days, I did self study
and for doubt clearance i used to YouTube videos. In last
year I got the opportunity to learn from GATEFORUM
team through my college. I had developed good problem
solving skills during the classes of GATEFORUM team
.Their   study materials and test series helped me a lot
during my preparation. So I am really thankful to GATE
Forum and College faculty
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I have appeared GATE 2020 in Mechanical
engineering paper and secured GATE score of
554. I would like to thank our college, GATE
forum institute and faculty, our college teacher,
GATE coordinator and all those who supported
me during preparation for GATE exam. I
started preparation after my 6th sem university
examination. I attend almost all class
conducted by GATE forum. I solved previous
year GATE question for getting idea about
examination pattern of GATE and focused on
important subject for Mechanical engg. I have
attended test series on that, which are provided
by GATE forum. I have gone through other
source like NPTEL, our class teachers also.

My GATE score is 363. I am sharing my
preparation strategy as I am qualifying the
GATE examination in 1st attempt so that it can
help you just from the beginning how to manage
your pace and consistency to get qualified but
with good marks. Dear friends maintain a good
routine , always think about your time
management, go through the exam pattern and
previous year question bank with punctuality
and consistency. One more thing is that, have
one test series to evaluate yourself which helps
you a lot. At last I want to thank my parents,all
the faculty members of my college, and GATE
FORUM because they are the real motivator for
me to get any success beside my carrier.
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First I started studying myself and took

help from geeks for geeks. Then our college

organised GATE classes for us which was

really helpful. Teachers kept motivating

us. They also let us know the strategies and

tactics to perform well. Though I haven't

scored very good but I learnt a lot of things.
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